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Abstract: 

This document is based on the need to have a consumption control element in new boards 

sent to be manufactured by ISEE. These new boards can have problems of over currents 

produced by short circuits, due to bad assemblies. This is why, it is decided to design an 

ammeter to minimize the damage that these short circuits can produce. 

With this idea in mind, we start from the first design of the PCB to the final programming of 

an ammeter suitable for us, getting to solve this problem. To accomplish this, we generated 

an ammeter with a resolution capacity adequate to the requirements of the system, allowing 

us to have a consumption control of each manufactured board. 

Currently, the work presented in this project has been successfully used in a factory 

environment, where it has done its function of alarming, if it was the case, an overvoltage. 

The current calculation is precise and reliable.  
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Resum: 

Aquest document parteix de la necessitat de tenir un element de control de consum en 

noves plaques enviades a fabricar per l’empresa ISEE. Aquestes noves plaques poden 

tenir problemes de sobrecorrents produïts per curt-circuits, deguts a mals muntatges. 

D’aquesta manera es decideix dissenyar un amperímetre per tal de minimitzar el d’any que 

puguin fer aquests curt-circuits.  

Amb aquesta idea es comença dissenyant des de la PCB fins a la seva programació un 

amperímetre fet a la mesura adequada per nosaltres, aconseguint solucionar aquest 

problema. D’aquesta manera generem un amperímetre amb una capacitat de resolució 

adequada als requeriments del sistema, permet-nos tenir un control de consum de cada 

placa fabricada. 

Actualment, el treball presentant en aquest projecte s’ha pogut utilitzar amb èxit en un 

entorn de fàbrica, on ha fet la seva funció d’alarmar, si era el cas, d’una sobretensió. Tan 

mateix el càlcul que presenta de corrent és precís i fiable.  
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Resumen: 

Este documento parte de la necesidad de tener un elemento de control de consumo en 

nuevas placas enviadas a fabricar por la empresa ISEE. Estas nuevas placas pueden tener 

problemas de sobre corrientes producidos por cortocircuitos, debidos a malos montajes. 

De este modo se decide diseñar un amperímetro para minimizar el de año que puedan 

hacer estos cortocircuitos. 

Con esta idea se empieza diseñando desde la PCB hasta su programación un 

amperímetro hecho a la medida adecuada para nosotros, consiguiendo solucionar este 

problema. De esta manera generamos un amperímetro con una capacidad de resolución 

adecuada a los requerimientos del sistema, permítenos tener un control de consumo de 

cada placa fabricada. 

Actualmente, el trabajo presentando en este proyecto se ha podido utilizar con éxito en un 

entorno de fábrica, donde ha hecho su función de alarmar, si era el caso, de una 

sobretensión. Tan mismo el cálculo que presenta de corriente es preciso y fiable.  
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1. Introduction: 

In embedded system companies that develop their own board, they need to pass a test to 

verify that everything is working correctly. More importantly when they are sent to 

manufacture to external companies. For this reason the project ammeter need to be able 

to detect problems of over tensions or malfunctions of the board.  It has been generated 

an entire test system with many features and a key piece is this ammeter. It is made it as 

simple and autonomous as possible to minimize the human error of the manufacturers. 

Company where ammeter has been done is ISEE. Is a specialist engineering company in 

the Embedded Systems founded in 2006 by Agustí Fontquerni and Manel Caro on the 

basis of dedication, honesty and knowledge to offer complete embedded solutions that help 

industries improving their production level, lowering costs and reducing time to market of 

their products. [1] 

ISEE designs its own projects and sends them to print to other factories. More than once it 

has happened that the boards have gone wrong and not having a total control of 

consumption, they have been irreparably damaged. This new ammeter is expected to solve 

this problem, indicating if there is an error turning ON a simple LED. It is a simple but 

effective way to reduce problems. Clearly this ammeter does much more because it 

indicates the current consumed from each board and has many more features as we will 

see later. 

So there is a test developed for evaluate every board from the company and thanks to 

ammeter we can include the current consumption test. This test is critical because a current 

consumption out of this bounds means that the board is not correctly assembly or there is 

broken component and obviously the board can’t go out to the market and need to be 

repaired. 

1.1. Statement of purpose  

Design an element that is part of a testing system but at the same time independent of it. 

It must be able to be used at any time with guaranteed effectiveness. This system has to 

read the current and set a limit to detect any error. Of course, current measure has to be 

accurate and must be readable at any time.  

The main function of this ammeter will be to use it in test of new boards. So the system has 

been developed in such a way that only by connecting the serial port of the ammeter to the 

new board can it function and once the test is over show the current result. Obviously if it 

detects an overcurrent or under voltage it has to warn immediately.  

So the system will consist of a PCB, a microcontroller and the board to be tested. This 

microcontroller will be integrated in an evaluation base. Called NucleoL031K6. 

IPCB (INA PCB) will communicate with the Nucleo (NucleoL031K6) via I2C, as this is what 

our sensor accepts. So to establish this communication, IPCB will contain the elements to 

enable this communication together with a LED system to warn of any problem. The way 

to communicate the IPCB with the NucleoL031K6 will be to join them physically by means 

of connectors. Thanks to this we can take advantage of the evaluation board and combine 

them with our sensor. A very important advantage is the ability to communicate by UART 
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to external elements. Because the board under test need the UART to collect data from 

the IPCB.  

In the next 2 figures can be find two ways of communication. In the first case we can find 

the application of the ammeter in a real test. Where to the BUT a firmware is loaded from 

NFS and this one has programmed to take the value of the current from the connection 

UART.   

In the second case we find the application for a user case. That is, from the computer, 

virtualize a serial port and there execute the commands programmed in the microcontroller. 

In this way, measurements can be made faster and at the moment, which for certain 

moments is very useful. 

 

Figure 1: Communication process in a test case 
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Figure 2: Communication process in a user case 

1.2. Requirements and specifications 

Requirements:  

 Design a PCB 

 Software development of Nucleo board 

 I2C communication 

 Establish communication UART 

 The LED shine if advises when short circuit. 

 High-precision result 

Specifications about the product:  

 PCB size 50,29mm x 18x54mm 

 Two different supplies 

 Lower consumption 

 Free RTOS, multi command allowed 

1.3. Previous work 

This project started in my company as a necessity to reduce factory problems. There was 

a previous investigation before I arrive, about this need, the direction of the project and the 

ways to proceed. In this way, I added myself to these methods. From these requirements 

we find the use of the INA233 sensor and the STM family of microcontrollers. 
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1.4. Project Plan 

The proposed project plan is presented in the Gantt diagram in Annex 1. Project Plan Gantt 

Diagram. As all the work packages and the milestone that can be found in Annex 2. Work 

packages and milestone. 

1.5. Description of the deviations from the initial plan and incidences that may 

have occurred.  

I needed to do some changes because at first it was a bit ambitious. Meaning that the part 

of the web server it was quite harder than expected. Because it is needed to connect 

between a data base and a web page. Luckily it has been done by some others in the 

company. 

There have been some changes in work packages because as the project has been moving 

forward and defining itself more.  
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this 

thesis: 

The state of the art related to this project is presented in this chapter. First, a little 

explanation about how works an ammeter. Concretely about the current sensor, INA, it is 

needed to be explained because is one of the main parts of the project. Moreover, the 

microcontroller the other main part of the projects, needed to configure INA and handle 

every connection. Finally there are some little subjects to understand some parts and how 

they work. 

2.1. How an Ammeter works 

First of all there is a need to understand how Ammeter works. The idea is to supply the 

BUT through this ammeter and use a shunt resistor to measure the potential difference 

between terminals an in this way the current consumption by dividing it between the shunt 

resistor value.  

Most ammeters have an inbuilt resistor to measure the current. However, when the current 

is too high for the ammeter, a different setup is required. The solution is to place the 

ammeter in parallel with an accurate shunt resistor.  Another term that is sometimes used 

for this type of resistor is ammeter shunt. [2] 

This procedure increase the precision in a high way. Because this shunt resistor has a very 

low value. The current is flow through over the shunt and the ammeter, such that only a 

small (known) quantity flows through the ammeter.  In this way, large currents can still be 

measured. [2] This configuration allows to measure a really high amperage. But there is 

the limitation in the voltage rating of the chip used, which has a limit. So this limit has to not 

be higher than the value multiplied of current by the resistance value. It is understood that 

the resistance value must be as low as possible to not interfere with the circuit load. In the 

next formula is represented this meaning. 

𝐼consumption =
Vshunt

Rshunt
 

In order to get this voltage from the shunt resistor it is necessary to use an analogic to 

digital (ADC) converter and another element to transform send this value to a CPU and can 

be analysed by software. After some research it have been decided to use a chip that has 

everything of this inside and in fact, it is mainly designed to be used as an ammeter. This 

chip is the INA233 from Texas Instruments.  

2.2. Study of INA233 

INA233 is a current sensor, the heart of this project. Is needed to develop the software and 

the hardware around the sensor to be able for develop the ammeter. For this reason 

software part is very relevant and useful to known where the limits about your sensor are 

and hardware part is needed to know the electrical characteristics.  

The INA233 device is a current, voltage, and power monitor with an I2C that is compliant 

with digital bus voltages from 1.8 V to 5.0 V. The device monitors and reports values for 

current, voltage, and power. The integrated power accumulator can be used for energy or 

average power calculations. Programmable calibration value, conversion times, and 
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averaging when combined with an internal multiplier enable direct readouts of current in 

amperes and power in watts. The INA233 measures the voltage developed across a 

current-sensing resistor (RSHUNT) when current passes through it. The device also 

measures the bus supply voltage and can calculate power when the calibration register is 

properly configured. [3] 

There is a common-mode bus voltages that can reach from the 0 V to 36 V, of course, 

independent from the supply voltage. Because it need to be two independent line of voltage, 

this is a high rang that it will not arrive but it gives enough flexibility to work with. The main 

reason to use two independent lines is configure as we want the common-mode voltage. 

Meaning that it can be used 3.3 volts to supply the sensor and 5 volts to supply the load. 

The only limit is that cannot reach more than 36V. In the next figure can be seen the internal 

organization of the INA. 

 

Figure 3: Internal configuration of INA233 [3] 

 The device operates from a single 2.7-V to 5.5-V supply, it gives us the opportunity to 

choose how to supply it. It is really interesting for design of the IPCB. The typical supply 

current is about 310 µA in normal operation. The device can be placed in a low-power 

standby mode where the typical operating current is only 2 µA this is really low but for our 

case with the typical supply is small consumption enough.  

Is important to know which consumptions are because in every design is needed to have 

a control of every consumption and see where are the limits of each to not burn it or not 

arrive at their requirement. Moreover, if we need to use another chip we have to guarantee 

that the power is the exactly one. The power supply of INA can be found in the next figure. 

 

Figure 4: Power Consumption of INA233 [3] 
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The device is specified over the operating temperature range between –40°C and +125°C 

making perfect for our case because all products of the company have to be industrial. 

This chip has several programmable registers that are really useful. In the following table 

they are described:  

 

Figure 5: Register pins [3] 

 

Figure 6: Register pins (continued) [3] 
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This registers allows to calibrate the chip depending, the overcurrent alert signal, etc. The 

problem is that this registers are volatile and it will necessary to use another external 

element that use i2c bus to program the chip and read the results. [3] A first option could 

be to use the board that is being tested to communicate with the chip. The problem is that 

the current consumption test is the most critical test and if the target is not working correctly 

and present an overcurrent it will impossible to program the overcurrent register and alert 

the user using the alert signal, for example. For this reason, it going to be used an external 

element, similar to an Arduino Nano. One product of microcontrollers STM32L0 that we will 

see in the next chapter. 

Even we use the microcontroller as a helper we need to configure this INA for this reason 

it is developed all the configuration. Because we can have a lot of different results that are 

really useful to test any board and to do a deeper investigation in special cases.  

2.2.1. Programming 

An important aspect of the INA233 is that the device does not necessarily measure current 

or power. The Device measures both the differential voltage applied between the IN+ and 

IN– input pins and the voltage applied to the VBUS pin. By correctly setting the calibration 

register scaling with the MFR_CALIBRATION command, returned values are calculated in 

voltage, amperes, and watts by scaling the returned value by the appropriate lest significant 

bit value (LSB). [3] 

The meaning is that is needed a combination of different parameters to be in the right scale 

of values. Because it will be needed a different parameter for a range of 0 to 2A. For this 

reason it will be detailed how it has to be configured and which parameters: 

 𝐿𝑆𝐵 =
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

215 
    

In our case our desired value will be measure until 2A. So our 𝐿𝑆𝐵 =
1

16384
 

 𝐶𝐴𝐿 =
0.00512

𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑥𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡
=  4.194,3  

 0.00512 is an internal fixed value used to ensure that scaling is maintained 

properly  

Is chosen a 20mΩ Rshunt. Because is a value recommended by the fabricants and it fits 

in our calculations. 

The CAL is the same as MFR_CALIBRATION but in hexadecimal value. This command is 

really powerful and in function of the application wanted can be used as one way or another. 

It also can give decimal values with their correct configuration.  

The voltage LSB for bus voltage (READ_VIN and READ_VOUT commands) and shunt 

voltage (MFR_READ_VSHUNT) are fixed at 1.25 mV/bit and 2.5 μV/bit, respectively. [3] 

These are an important parameters that in the next point will be used. 

Once calibration is configured is time with the convertor analogic to digital, ADC. This value 

controls the conversion time settings for both the shunt and bus voltage measurements as 

well as the averaging mode used. 12 pins can be programmed, can be grouped into four 

different groups as can be seen in the following table.  
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Table 1: ADC configuration 

Group Meaning Chosen value 

Averaging mode. These bits determine the number 

of samples that are collected and 

averaged.  

64 samples 

Bus voltage 

conversion time. 

These bits set the conversion 

time for the bus voltage 

measurement 

2.116 ms 

Shunt voltage 

conversion time. 

These bits set the conversion 

time for the shunt voltage 

measurement. 

2.116 ms 

Operating mode. 
These bits select the continuous, 

triggered, or power-down mode 

of operation. 

Shunt and bus, continuous 

 To sum up, calibration value will be 4194 and ADC will be 18287. ADC value can 

be calculated looking in the datasheet and programing the 12 bits mentioned before. 

2.2.2. Real values 

So briefly and practically way the equation needed is this. 𝑋 =  
𝑌

𝑚
 Means that X is the real 

value, Y the value given by the ammeter and m is the value desired to transform this value. 

Value m is calculated by inverting the LSB value (for our case 𝑚𝐼  =  
1 

0.000061
 =  16384).  

So if we want to know any current value we need to divide it by 16384. However, voltage 

is a special case. Because it has an internal value. As we seen before if we want to know 

input or output voltage we need to use this m. This value is 𝑚𝑉  =  
1 

1,25𝑚𝑉
 =  800.  Moreover, 

if we want to know shunt voltage we need to use another m. 𝑚𝑉𝑠ℎ  =  
1 

2,5µ𝑉
 =  400.000 

These presented formulas are the resolution of all the formulas that appear in the datasheet. 

Because in the datasheet you can see where they come from in general. But for practical 

purposes ours are the ones that work well. In the next table can be summed up this 

configurations. 

Table 2: List of converter parameters 

Case Value Example 

Current mI = 16.384 2A = 16384 x 2 = 32.768 

Input / output voltage mv = 800 2V = 800 x 2 = 1600 

Shunt voltage Mvs = 400.000 2V = 400.000 x 2 = 800.000 
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2.2.3. Warnings 

The device comes with alert capability where the ALERT pin can be programmed to 

respond to a user-defined event or to a conversion ready notification.  

We can find four different warning signals. 

 Output overcurrent, 0x4Ah 

 Output overpower, 0x6Bh 

 Input Overvoltage, 0x57h 

 Input Under voltage, 0x58h 

For us those warning are really useful, at first instance we just need to use the overcurrent 

warning. Because this is our main objective. But lately we discover a possible undetected 

scenario. When there is a short circuit, the conventional power supplies limit their power to 

minimum levels. So it means that current will be kept at low level too and there will be no 

way to detect the short circuit. Luckily, thanks to the under voltage alert we can determine 

this short circuit because voltage level will be near 0 volts. 

So for configure this alert pin in case of warning signal is quite easy. We just need to select 

the value desired and then transform it to an understandable value for INA233. This value 

as explained in previous topic will be multiplied by their particular “m”. Indeed if desired 

value is 1A result will be 16384. And if the desired value is 1V in input or output voltage 

result will be 800. Then these values will be send to their specific register.  

2.2.4. I2C 

I2C is the protocol used to communicate the sensor to the microcontroller. In this protocol 

the sensor INA233 only works as a slave device and the bus connection are made in open-

drain SDA and SCL lines. 

The INA233 features an I2C-compatible, 2-wire interface with an open-drain Alert output. 

To communicate with the INA233, the master must first address slave devices via a slave 

address byte. The slave address byte consists of seven address bits and a direction bit 

that indicates whether the action is to be a read or write operation. [3] 

2.3. IPCB 

The PCB design is done with a program called Altium. It lets you to develop a schematic 

design where you can add all the components with their specific details. It can be the 

fabricator that you want, datasheet, package… And also their form designed for the PCB. 

INA233 PCB will contain the current sensor together with their measure system and the 

necessary elements to establish communication with the Nucleo board. To do this, we need 

to put some connectors and plug them into their male pins. Thanks to this, we will have the 

two boards as if they were only one. Once arrived at this point, we can use the voltage of 

the NucleoL031K6 and use its output voltage of 3V3 to feed all the PCB. Since it is the 

voltage required for the INA233 and we can also use it for the communication of the I2C.  

On the other hand, there is the UART communication, we will use it from the Nucleo. To 

do this we will take its three pins (Tx, Rx and GND) to the PCB itself along with a three pin 

connector to be able to connect more easily. 
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Finally, in the testing stage is needed the combination of shunt resistance, input and output 

voltage. This resistance has to be very close to both the sensor and the voltage.  

Main design of our PCB has been developed from INA233's own evaluation board. In this 

way we ensure its functionality. In next image can be seen the schematic.  Our design can 

be seen in section 3.3. 

 

Figure 7: INA233 EVM design [4] 

There is also a list of components that they used. It is actually a really help for develop 

our board. This list of components can be found in Annex 3.  

2.4. STM32 Microcontroller 

If INA233 is the heart of the ammeter the microcontroller will be the brain. This device will 

do all the communication between the board to test and the INA233. This microcontroller 

was chosen because of its price and its low power consumption. It is easy to program and 

has the possibility to communicate with the INA233 through I2C bus and with serial 

communication to the board to test. Now it will be distinguished the processor and the 

evaluation board that includes it. 

2.4.1. Processor STM32L031K6T6  

Our final chose was this model because it fits perfect with our design. The best way to 

understand it is with their name. In the next table it can be seen the explanation of their 

part number. Of course, STM32 is the company name related to 32-bit microcontroller. 

Table 3: Part number microcontroller 

STM32L031K6 Meaning and particular 

meaning. 

Particular meaning 

L031 Family Ultra-low power type 
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K Number of pins 32 pins 

6 Flash memory size 32 KB 

T Package LQFP 

6 Temperature range -40 to 85 ºC 

Once the name is understood now we can see their features. In the next figure can be seen 

their characteristics. This image is really intuitive and it can give us a perfect overview of 

the processor. 

 

 

It can be seen some interesting features as 3 different voltage ways or 1 ultra-lower power 

UART, useful for reduce consumption. Memory flash is big enough to not arrive at their 

limit. This processor fits with our requirements and it is time to study how to use it. The best 

and fastest method to use this microprocessor is to use an evaluation board, which they 

manufacture themselves to be able to access all the features of the microprocessor. 

2.4.2. Nucleo L031K6 

This evaluation board is called NucleoL031K6. It includes every feature of the 

STM32L031K6T6. With the following image we can see all the characteristics contained in 

this board that are the manifestation of all the possibilities of the microprocessor. Moreover, 

we can see where to find each port and the options it has. It is very useful because you 

can get an idea of how the design the PCB should be depending the signals position. The 

marked signals are some of the ones we use.  

Figure 8: STM32L031K6T6 [5] 
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Figure 9: NucleoL031K6 features [5] 

To program this microcontroller we just need to connect their µUSB to computer and then 

with the software ready can be programed easily.  

In next figure we can see their hardware diagram. The embedded ST-LINK is the part 

needed to program the micro. Then we have their connectors and button and some LEDs 

to help us to understand the work of microcontroller. 

 

 

When there is connection it is possible to see how some LEDs start blinking. It have 3 

different LEDs that can show in which scenario we are. Those ones can be programmed 

and they are really helpful. 

Figure 10: Hardware block diagram [5] 
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2.4.2.1. Power supply from USB connector  

Our case will be to use the USB to power the NucleoL031K6. Also thanks to its power 

phases, we will be able to use this voltage to feed our IPCB. Because it’s current 

requirements are minimal, as seen before in figure 4 

However, powering via USB has a little trick. Because we want to be able to program the 

board through the PC and then be able to feed it from a USB charger, independently of the 

PC. But this power mode is not allowed at first.  

The problem is that the part of the ST-Link needs to receive a USB enumeration. Otherwise 

it remains off and does not allow to run any program.  Fortunately, there is the option to 

use both combinations at the same time. 

In case the board is powered by a USB charger, there is no USB enumeration, so the LED 

LD2 remains set to off permanently and the target STM32 is not powered. In this specific 

case the SB1 must be set to on, to allow the target STM32 to be powered anyway. [5] 

Thanks to this information we can turn this SB1 ON. To be able to feed through a USB and 

at the same time program the chip. SB1 is a solder bridge. It means, two tin points joined 

or not, that when changing its state, will change its configuration by default. So thanks to 

this, we can use the NucleoL031K6 to our liking. In the next image can be seen some 

solder bridges and concretely the SB1, at the top of the Nucleo. There are also some more 

SB in the back part and can be founded in the datasheet. 

 

Figure 11: Front part of NucleoL031K6 [5] 

So knowing all this information we can start program it. 
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2.5. PC & BUT communication 

In order to communicate our system with the PC or the board under test, we need to use 

UART communication. For that we will use the three pins of UART available in the IPCB, 

coming from the NucleoL031K6 itself, as explained before.  

When the microcontroller is correctly programmed, communication can be established with 

the PC or a BUT. For this we usually use a program called putty, to communicate with the 

PC that configures the serial port allowing us to see the information that is transmitted. Or 

communication with the board can be established by means of a small software made in 

python which involves a manual programming of the serial port. This communication will 

be explained in detail in section 3.2. 

In UART communication, two UARTs communicate directly with each other. The 

transmitting UART converts parallel data from a controlling device like a CPU into serial 

form, transmits it in serial to the receiving UART, which then converts the serial data back 

into parallel data for the receiving device. Only two wires are needed to transmit data 

between two UARTs. Data flows from the Tx pin of the transmitting UART to the Rx pin of 

the receiving UART [6]. In the next image can be seen a representation. 

 

 

Figure 12: UART communication [6] 
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3. Methodology / project development:  

The main objective is to design the ammeter, now which have been seen it is more 

technical information, it is time to develop the software and hardware part. 

Software will be started thanks to one of the tools from STM to adapt the code to our 

specific model. Then it will be need to write every functionality of the sensor itself and 

exploit it to the fullest. At the same time the design of the schematic and its PCB can be 

done, as it is a laborious process. 

3.1. Microcontroller software 

First of all in the next figure can be seen the tool provided by STM that helps us to program 

it easily. Because pins of the microcontroller itself can be defined according to its desired 

function.  

 

Figure 13: STMCUBEMX 

Once everything is defined, this program generate a C project with some source files. Most 

important are free RTOS, I2C, UART files. There is also one more created from 0 that is 

called INA233. Every code can be found in the Appendices and now are going to be 

detailed.   

 The I2C 

In the Annex 4 there is the source of programing the I2C part. It uses their own driver the 

“HAL” to establish the communication. Also we can see how it is done the configuration. 

Moreover the information send to the device INA and a verification.  

 The USART 

In the Annex 5 is the source of UART. It can be find their functions needed for transmit the 

information and verify that it works. 
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 FreeRTOS 

Is a class of RTOS that is designed to be small enough to run on a microcontroller. It is a 

very powerful tool that allows us to execute several lines of code at once. The only problem 

is that it consumes a lot of ram memory, luckily our microcontroller is able to support it. 

In the Annex 6, can be found the configuration of every thread created. Also sends the 

execution of every command. It is always working so for this reason the communication 

UART is not stopped. There is one led blinking to verify that is working. 

 

 The INA233 

This source can be found in Annex 7 it is the most important because here is all the intern 

configuration of the INA and their code send to it.  

Every register from the INA is written in hexadecimal but configuration sent to INA is written 

in decimal value. The sentences and words are the code that you can write, when you 

establish the UART communication, to send this address more automatically. For example, 

with the communication UART you can write “AT+VIN?” and internally is sending the 

command “CMD_GET_READ_VIN” that it means “0x88” the address code to indicate that 

you want read the value of input voltage. So what is done is an enormous table of every 

possible configuration. Thanks to that you can use every possible feature of the INA doing 

it very efficiently. Also there are some configurations needed to be written directly because 

it configures the value of the samples taken, the calibration of the less significant bit and 

the limit of the overcurrent permitted.  

It also give you the chance to write in upper or lower case because with a simple code it is 

changed every lower to upper. Moreover, you can do backspace without introducing any 

wrong value. 

3.2. UART communication  

As can be seen in figure 1 and 2. There are two kinds of communication, with the PC or 

with the BUT. Regardless of the destination connection, a USB serial port will be used. As 

you can see in the image 14 it has some pins and a USB. This USB will be the one that we 

connect to the PC or to the board under test. On the other hand, the pins will be soldered 

to the IPCB through an adapted connector. Pins will be Tx, Rx and GND. That have to be 

at inverse as the lines in the IPCB, as can be seen in figure 13.  

  

Figure 14: Serial USB 
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3.2.1. Communication with PC 

Once the serial USB is connected to PC we can use, for example, the putty program. Putty 

is able to virtualize the serial communication and read and send commands through a 

simple interface. 

So in this way you can read all the values of the commands defined before. The only 

problem in doing so, is that the results are hexadecimal and the transformation has to be 

done manually.  

3.2.2. Communication with BUT 

In this communication serial USB is plugged to the BUT. So there is no direct interaction 

with the computer. Then we can find two different ways of communication. 

First one, is that you can configure the BUT as if it were a PC and use another program 

similar to Putty, like minicom, you will get the same result. But this case is not practical 

because the purpose of the test is to use an automatically communication and give us the 

real value of current when it is testing. 

Therefore, we have designed a program to take the value of the UART communication and 

transmit it to the test server. This program can be found in Annex 8. It consists of a python 

program that with a serial communication library allows us to configure the port to our liking. 

Then we automate the communication process sending the command "at+in" to read the 

consumption. This value of consumption comes with the direct format of the INA and 

therefore we have to transform it into a real one. Once this is done, this value can be sent 

to the server and then we can see the value of the consumption. 

3.3. Altium design 

In Annex 9, can be seen the full design schematic from the PCB made by me. Every 

component is related to his piece in the PCB. They are all related to their datasheet and 

verified that its work. Every part shall be explained separately. 

In image 15 can be seen the connectors that connect the Nucleo with the IPCB. These 

connectors draw different lines of signals from the microcontroller that will be used by the 

PCB. This row need to have a pitch of 2.54mm otherwise it will not get in. Of course, it need 

to be in parallel and the perfect position otherwise it will not fit. The best way to ensure this 

is to take exactly the same values they use in the core. Luckily we can find them in their 

datasheet. It is represented in figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Connectors pins 

 

Figure 16: NucleoL031K6 measurements [5] 

The following image deals with the INA233 package which is very useful for us to configure 

our schematic correctly. It is the most important part and also the most difficult to weld 

since its size is very small. Being so small, its legs did not have the minimum length 

accepted by the program, so it had to be modified to avoid error. In the image 18 you can 

see the connections with the INA233 and they are practically the same as those of the INA 

evaluation board. 
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Figure 17: Package INA233 [3] 

The two 10k resistors have pull up functionality, meaning to force the high value of the 

communication. Shunt resistor is just between the input and output voltage and near to the 

component INA233. This configuration is also respected in the PCB design.  

 

Figure 18: INA Components 

In the following image we find our own PCB connectors. The codification below the 

components corresponds to the part number of each product. 

Starting with Vout, is the name set to represent the connector that will give the output 

voltage. This connector as you can see in the results, will be two male pins soldered to the 

board, with their respective female pair in a single connection mode. Thanks to this there 

will be no way to wrongly connect the output voltage and short-circuit the board. 

Following this same principle we have used it for the UART connector, P4. Instead of 

having 2 pins it has 3. P3 and P5, are only male pins that we plug in a jumper to interconnect 

the values and thus give an address to the INA. Finally J1 is a jack type input, DC power. 

It is a very universal input so that any power supply can be powered. 

In results, concretely in figure 23, you can see the components physically, what will be easy 

to understand.  
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Figure 19: Connectors 

In image 20 we find the voltage stage. It includes mainly the status LEDs of the board and 

the warning signal. This is done in such a way that if the warning signal is activated the red 

LED is lit immediately. 

  

Figure 20: Power connection 
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The size of the PCB was clearly the same as that of the Nucleo, figure 16. It could have 

been another but respecting the row of connectors. However, wanting to make a compact 

system it was necessary to make them as similar as possible.  

In image 21 you can see the schematic of the IPCB. You can see all the routing where 

the blue lines correspond to the lower layer and the red ones to the upper layer. The 

space is reduced so each space has to be optimized. There are no ground field and just 

two layers. But every GND is connected and directly to the Nucleo. 

Each component has its own footprint and is usually found in pages specialized in this 

type of designs. But those that are not found must be made adjusting to the maximum to 

the design that comes out in the datasheet.  

 

Figure 21: PCB design 

 

 

 

.  
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4. Results 

Results are positive, finally we could have a functional ammeter and also it can interact 

with the test system. Values are precisely and it can measure any board. When it reach to 

the warning levels the LEDs shine indicating that there is a problem with a board. More 

over the communication is a success and never fail.  

4.1. Hardware results 

These are pictures taken from the IPCB design. It can be seen every component welded 

by hand. Figure 22 and 23 are the IPCB without any. It can be seen that there is one 

component in a strange position because it is a mistake done in the IPCB procedure. This 

component is one transistor and there was a confusion with the legs of the component. Is 

a mistake needed to correct. 

In figure 23 are some components in boxes. They are important and needed to be 

mentioned. For example the main component, the INA233, is in the blue box. The red box 

correspond to LED red which indicates if everything goes wrong and green box to the LED 

green indicating that is working. Final component is the shunt resistor, in the purple box 

and really important that be near the transmitting voltage. In addition, can be seen the 

soldered connectors that corresponds to figure 19. Where now can be understood easily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 can be seen the connection between the microcontroller and the PCB design. It 

is plugged thanks to pins of STM and the connector female put it expressly.   

 

Figure 24: System combined 

Figure 23: Front side of INA PCB Figure 22: Backside of INA PCB 
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Once the system is combined, it is time to connect to one BUT or a PC. To do that is 

needed to make some special wires to fit in our connectors. Because when it is done we 

can start working with all the system integrated. In image 25 can be seen the blue wired 

USB, corresponding to the UART going to the board USB hole, marked with a blue box. 

µUSB need to go to any USB charger of 5 volts. Where input jack connector is where you 

plug you power supply and the power jack goes to feed the board is marked with yellow a 

box. 

This image is actually a real test where the green LED indicates that is working without any 

problem.  

 

Figure 25: Correct test 

So in the image 26 we can see the other case when the board is not working properly. The 

red led shines advising that there is one over current. Actually it cannot be seen but in this 

BUT there are two green LEDs shining indicating that cannot boot properly. 
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Figure 26: Incorrect test 

4.2. Software results 

In next figures can be seen the communication between PC and ammeter. Connexion is 

stable and do not get any error. It is used some commands to show a real case to verify 

their work.  

First thing need to do to verify if works is use the command “AT”. Because when is used it 

has to send and “OK” otherwise it means that the communication have some problem. 

Command more useful is “at+help?” because we can see every possible function to call. 

In next figure can be seen the “OK” and every available command. These commands are 

the ones programmed in the microcontroller. They can be disabled or enabled as desired. 

Because depending on the application used or if it is wanted to program more, we may 

have not RAM enough. So it will be always a good option disable the commands not 

needed.  
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Figure 27: Communication results 

Going to the point that interests us, we can see the values received from the board but in 

hexadecimal. If we transform them we can see how it acquires a real and meaningful value. 

Indicating us as the configuration is well done. This values can be seen in figure 29. 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 → "at+in" = 0𝑥169𝑑 (𝐻𝑒𝑥) =
5789(𝑑𝑒𝑐)

16384
= 0,35𝐴 

That is a typical consumption for our boards in idle mode.  

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 → "at+vin" = 0𝑥𝑓𝑒𝑎 (𝐻𝑒𝑥) =
4074(𝑑𝑒𝑐)

800
= 5,09𝑉 

This 5,09V is the voltage input given by the power supply. 

𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 → "at+vshunt" = 0𝑥𝑏60 (𝐻𝑒𝑥) =  
2912 

400000
 = 0,00728𝑉  

This value now has no meaning or does not seem important but if we use the shunt resistor 

it all makes sense.  

𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
0,00728𝑉

0,02Ω
= 0,364𝐴 

This value is similar to the current given directly in the first equation.  
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Figure 28: Communication results 2 

Final characteristic is that we can introduce new values for the warning levels directly by 

commands without need to program it. As it can be seen in the image we observe this 

warning level:   

"at+vin_ov_w_lim?" = 0𝑥0960 (𝐻𝑒𝑥) =
2400(𝑑𝑒𝑐)

800
= 3𝑉 

Then when we introduce a new one it get changed to our desired. 

"at+vin_ov_w_lim" = 0𝑥00𝑓0 (𝐻𝑒𝑥) =
240(𝑑𝑒𝑐)

800
= 0.3𝑉 

Thanks to that functionality it can be modified every time that wanted. It is very useful in 

case that we want to measure current for different boards without changing the main source.  

 

 

Figure 29: Communication results 3 
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5. Budget 

The budget will be made for the design of one prototype. In the topic can find different parts. 

Components, will be all the used and their price. The hardware part is the designing and 

mounting part. Software used and finally a valuation of the economic viability. To finish, the 

hours worked. 

5.1. Components 

The procedure in the company is work with BOM, Bill of Material. Meaning price of the 

components, quantity of available, codification… So in this figure it can be fine every 

component and they approximate price to design one prototype. 
 

 
Figure 30: BOM Ammeter 

These are all the components for one prototype but just for welding part. On the other hand, 

there are the elements needed to establish the communication. They can be found in the 

next table. 

Table 4: Major components price 

Component Price (€) Unitary price (€) 

Serial USB 3,54 3,54 

30 meter of cable, 2 ends 8 0,10 

200 meter of wrapping wire 12 0,06 

Print 40 PCB 60 0,66 

Total price 4,36 
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5.2. Hardware 

In hardware part can find the design of PCB and the mounting time.  

 Designing PCB can be summed up to 42 days worked and 3 hours by day. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  8 (
€

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
) ·  126 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠)  =  1.008,0 €  

 Welding the components to the PCB can be summed up in a job day. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  8 (
€

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
) ·  8 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠)  =  64,0 €  

5.3. Software 

We have used several programs but all have been free license. Except, the program Altium, 

this program has a cost of 1.8k euros per year.  So, if we approximate it to our time of use, 

the approximate cost is 300€. Of course, this software is always used in the company and 

is no longer included as an additional expense. 

5.4. Engineer cost 

The working load of this project is 18 ECTS credits, corresponding to approximately 540 

hours of dedicated work. Taking into account that the salary of a junior engineer is 8 

€/hour. In this section it is removed the hours dedicated to the mounting and designing 

the PCB. 

𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  8 (
€

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
) ·  406 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠)  =  3.248,0 € 

5.5. Results 

The way to make the system has been to send to print the PCB and from while buying the 

components. So that once everything is ready, it can be soldered without delay. The total 

budget is in the following table. 

Table 5: Budget 

Budget Cost (€) 

Components 14,065 

Hardware 1.072 

Software 300 

Engineer 3.248,0 

Total cost 4.634,065 

This procedure offers great economic viability, as both components and PCBs are cheap. 

This way, as the workers and software are already on the payroll, there is no extra expense. 

It means that the real price of the material for develop just one ammeter it has a price of 

14,065€  
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6. Environment Impact  

No significant impact has been done to the environment other that the one derived from 

the power consumption of the building, the computer and the embedded systems used to 

develop this project. 

 

.  
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7. Conclusions and future development:  

Everything is working properly and in the expected time. At first, it was too ambitious to do 

the web server because it would have required a large amount of time. But luckily my 

colleagues were able to do this part. Moreover, the synchronization with the ammeter is 

perfect and it has not given any problems. 

The ammeter is working fine and it has become an indispensable part of the test. Thanks 

to this new system the test time period has been significantly reduced, leading it to be less 

time in the factory and therefore accomplishing less costs. Now, thanks to this, there is 

more safety in our products. 

The results of the software and hardware have been positive although this does not imply 

that improvements are not needed. 

About the software, a very interesting idea would be that the intensity could be measured 

at all times so we could have absolute control. You could also customize each limit of 

current per board due to the different limits of consumption that they have. In addition, it 

would be very interesting to increase the consumption of the board to the maximum and 

measure it, verifying that it works. 

On the other hand, in the hardware part we will first need to correct the error made with the 

transistor. One optimization could be the use of LEDs. For example, give another use to 

the green LED. To facilitate the test you could first light the LED to verify that it works and 

at the end of the test it could blink indicating that everything has worked out. 

To summarize, there are some improvements that can be done, but it is important to take 

into account that up to here the ammeter is a useful and functioning tool that accomplishes 

its expectations.  
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Appendices: 

Annex 1. Gantt diagram 

 

Figure 31: Gantt diagram 
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Annex 2. Work packages and milestone 

 

Project: Software for the microcontroller STM WP ref: 1 

Major constituent:  SW Sheet 1 of 5 

Short description: Program a right software to assure a correct work of 

the microcontroller and their slave. With this software we are able to 

communicate with the sensor but no with the PC. It is separated in two 

parts. 

 

 

 

Planned start date:8/10/2018 

Planned end date:10/11/2018 

Start event: T1 

End event:T3 

Internal task T1: Develop an easy SW 

Internal task T2: Making work the software. 

Internal task T3: Correct the mistakes and make it efficiency. 

Deliverables: 

C codes 

Dates: 

T1- 22/10/2018 

T2- 28/10/2018 

T3- 10/11/2018 

 

 

Project: PCB design WP ref: 2 

Major constituent: hardware  Sheet 2 of 5 

Short description: Develop a PCB design.  

 

 

 

 

Planned start date: 8/10/2018 

Planned end date: 20/11/2018 

Start event:T1  

End event:T3 

Internal task T1: Correct the PCB routing  

Internal task T2: Test the PCB print  

Internal task T3: Make a functional PCB  

Internal task T4: Solder the components 

Deliverables: 

Gerber files 

Finished PCB 

Dates: 

5/11/2018 

20/11/2018 
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Project: Enable communication between the whole system 

with the computer 

WP ref: 3 

Major constituent:  SW Sheet 3 of 5 

Short description: Once we have a microcontroller and his 

slave working between them. Now we need to be able to give 

orders from the computer and have a good serial 

communication. Because sometimes this communication can 

go wrong for the simple case if the data is not sent byte to 

byte. 

Planned start date: 20/10/2018 

Planned end date: 07/12/2018 

Start event: T1 

End event:T3 

Internal task T1: Study how works the communication 

Internal task T2: Make an easy program to assure that 

Internal task T3: Use the program putty to establish 

communication connecting the ammeter to one of our boards.  

Deliverables: 

Enable correct 

comm.  

Automatic SW 

Dates: 

8/11/2018 

 

7/12/2018 

 

Project: Integration WP ref: 4 

Major constituent:  Evaluation   Sheet 1 of 5 

Short description: Do the finals corrections in order to work at 

100% Once it is done it will be added in a test already made 

by the company and verify their work.  

 

 

 

Planned start date: 7/12/2018 

Planned end date: 21/12/2018 

Start event: T1 

End event:T3 

Internal task T1: Test every part together 

Internal task T2: Evaluate in a real case 

Internal task T3: Add all the system in a real test for our 

products.  

Deliverables: 

Testing 

Dates: 

 

 

Project: Memory WP ref: 5 

Major constituent:  Documentation Sheet 1 of 5 

Short description: Write the memory about the project  

 

 

 

Planned start date: 14/12/2018 

Planned end date: 31/1/2019 

Start event: T1 

End event:T2 

Internal task T1: First version before Christmas Deliverables: Dates: 
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Internal task T2: Develop during Christmas 

Internal task T3: Finish it during January 

First version 

Final version 

21/12/2018 

21/01/2019 

 

 

 

 

Milestones 

 

WP# Task# Short title Milestone / deliverable Date (week) 

1  & 2 1 HW and SW. Software finished 

PCB finished 

8 

3 2 Comm. UART protocol 10 

4 1 Integration Correct work 11 

5 1 Writing final report Deliver final report 18 

 

 

 

  

Project: Web server WP ref: 5 

Major constituent:  SW Sheet 4 of 5 

Short description: Develop a simple web server to upload all the data 

taken.  It will be done in the case that I have time enough. 

 

 

 

Planned start date: */*/2018 

Planned end date: **/**/2019 

Start event: T1 

End event:T3 

Internal task T1: Study how to program it  

Internal task T2: Start doing some tests  

Internal task T3: Make one web server 

Deliverables: 

None 

Dates: 

None 
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Annex 3. Components list of INA233EVM 

 

Figure 32: Component list of INA233EVM 
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Annex 4. I2C.c 

/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "i2c.h" 

#include "gpio.h" 

 

I2C_HandleTypeDef hi2c1; 

 

/* I2C1 init function */ 

void MX_I2C1_Init(void) { 

    /*Parameter configurations of I2C*/ 

    hi2c1.Instance = I2C1; 

    hi2c1.Init.Timing = 0x00707CBB; 

    hi2c1.Init.OwnAddress1 = 0; 

    hi2c1.Init.AddressingMode = I2C_ADDRESSINGMODE_7BIT; 

    hi2c1.Init.DualAddressMode = I2C_DUALADDRESS_DISABLE; 

    hi2c1.Init.OwnAddress2 = 0; 

    hi2c1.Init.OwnAddress2Masks = I2C_OA2_NOMASK; 

    hi2c1.Init.GeneralCallMode = I2C_GENERALCALL_DISABLE; 

    hi2c1.Init.NoStretchMode = I2C_NOSTRETCH_DISABLE; 

    if (HAL_I2C_Init(&hi2c1) != HAL_OK) { 

        _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__); 

    } 

    /**Configure Analogue filter**/ 

    if (HAL_I2CEx_ConfigAnalogFilter(&hi2c1, I2C_ANALOGFILTER_ENABLE) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

        _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__); 

    } 

    /**Configure Digital filter**/ 

    if (HAL_I2CEx_ConfigDigitalFilter(&hi2c1, 0) != HAL_OK) { 

        _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__); 

    } 

} 

void HAL_I2C_MspInit(I2C_HandleTypeDef* i2cHandle) { 

 

    GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct; 

    if (i2cHandle->Instance == I2C1) { 

        /**I2C1 GPIO Configuration 

        PA9     ------> I2C1_SCL 

        PA10     ------> I2C1_SDA 

        **/ 

        GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_9 | GPIO_PIN_10; 

        GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_AF_OD; 

        GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_PULLUP; 

        GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH; 

        GPIO_InitStruct.Alternate = GPIO_AF1_I2C1; 

        HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOA, &GPIO_InitStruct); 

 

        /* I2C1 clock enable */ 

        __HAL_RCC_I2C1_CLK_ENABLE(); 

    } 

} 
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void HAL_I2C_MspDeInit(I2C_HandleTypeDef* i2cHandle) { 

 

    if (i2cHandle->Instance == I2C1) { 

 

        /* Peripheral clock disable */ 

        __HAL_RCC_I2C1_CLK_DISABLE(); 

 

        /**I2C1 GPIO Configuration 

        PA9     ------> I2C1_SCL 

        PA10     ------> I2C1_SDA 

        **/ 

        HAL_GPIO_DeInit(GPIOA, GPIO_PIN_9 | GPIO_PIN_10); 

    } 

} 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */ 

 

uint32_t i2c_Timeout = 1000; 

uint8_t i2c_retry = 10; 

 

/*Principal functions to write and read registers, where the address will be the 

indicated.*/ 

uint32_t __sync_i2c_write(uint16_t addr, uint8_t* pData, uint16_t Size) { 

    uint8_t t = i2c_retry; 

    do { 

        if (HAL_I2C_Master_Transmit(&hi2c1, addr, (uint8_t*) pData, Size, 

i2c_Timeout) != HAL_OK) { 

            if (HAL_I2C_GetError(&hi2c1) != HAL_I2C_ERROR_AF) 

                return E_I2C_ERROR; 

        } else 

            return E_I2C_OK; 

 

    } while (t--); 

    return E_I2C_TIMEOUT; 

} 

 

uint32_t __sync_i2c_read(uint16_t addr, uint8_t* pData, uint16_t Size) { 

    uint8_t t = i2c_retry; 

    do { 

        if (HAL_I2C_Master_Receive(&hi2c1, addr, (uint8_t*) pData, Size, 

i2c_Timeout) != HAL_OK) { 

            if (HAL_I2C_GetError(&hi2c1) != HAL_I2C_ERROR_AF) 

                return E_I2C_ERROR; 

        } else 

            return E_I2C_OK; 

    } while (t--); 

    return E_I2C_TIMEOUT; 

} 

/* USER CODE END 1 */ 

/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF FILE****/ 
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Annex 5. UART.c 

/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "usart.h" 

#include "gpio.h" 

 

UART_HandleTypeDef hlpuart1; 

 

/* LPUART1 init function */ 

 

void MX_LPUART1_UART_Init(void) 

{ 

        /*Parameter configurations of UART*/ 

  hlpuart1.Instance = LPUART1; 

  hlpuart1.Init.BaudRate = 115200; 

  hlpuart1.Init.WordLength = UART_WORDLENGTH_8B; 

  hlpuart1.Init.StopBits = UART_STOPBITS_1; 

  hlpuart1.Init.Parity = UART_PARITY_NONE; 

  hlpuart1.Init.Mode = UART_MODE_TX_RX; 

  hlpuart1.Init.HwFlowCtl = UART_HWCONTROL_NONE; 

  hlpuart1.Init.OneBitSampling = UART_ONE_BIT_SAMPLE_DISABLE; 

  hlpuart1.AdvancedInit.AdvFeatureInit = UART_ADVFEATURE_NO_INIT; 

  if (HAL_UART_Init(&hlpuart1) != HAL_OK) 

  { 

    _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__); 

  } 

 

} 

 

void HAL_UART_MspInit(UART_HandleTypeDef* uartHandle) 

{ 

 

  GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct; 

  if(uartHandle->Instance==LPUART1) 

  { 

 

    /* LPUART1 clock enable */ 

    __HAL_RCC_LPUART1_CLK_ENABLE(); 

   

    /**LPUART1 GPIO Configuration     

    PA2     ------> LPUART1_TX 

    PA3     ------> LPUART1_RX  

    **/ 

    GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_3; 

    GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_AF_PP; 

    GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_PULLUP; 

    GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH; 

    GPIO_InitStruct.Alternate = GPIO_AF6_LPUART1; 

    HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOA, &GPIO_InitStruct); 

 

  } 

} 
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void HAL_UART_MspDeInit(UART_HandleTypeDef* uartHandle) 

{ 

 

  if(uartHandle->Instance==LPUART1) 

  { 

 

    /* Peripheral clock disable */ 

    __HAL_RCC_LPUART1_CLK_DISABLE(); 

   

    /**LPUART1 GPIO Configuration     

    PA2     ------> LPUART1_TX 

    PA3     ------> LPUART1_RX  

    **/ 

    HAL_GPIO_DeInit(GPIOA, GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_3); 

  } 

}  

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */ 

#define E_UART_TIMEOUT -1 

#define E_UART_ERROR -2 

#define E_UART_OK  0 

 

uint32_t __sync_uart_write (uint8_t* pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t 

uart_Timeout) 

{               /*Transmitting values thanks to the HAL driver */ 

 HAL_StatusTypeDef status = HAL_UART_Transmit(&hlpuart1, (uint8_t*) pData, 

Size, uart_Timeout); 

 switch(status){ 

 case HAL_OK: 

   return E_UART_OK; 

 case HAL_TIMEOUT: 

   return E_UART_TIMEOUT; 

 } 

 return E_UART_ERROR; 

} 

 

uint32_t __sync_uart_read (uint8_t* pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t uart_Timeout) 

{ 

 HAL_StatusTypeDef status = HAL_UART_Receive(&hlpuart1, (uint8_t*) pData, 

Size, uart_Timeout); 

 switch(status){ 

 case HAL_OK: 

   return E_UART_OK; 

 case HAL_TIMEOUT: 

   return E_UART_TIMEOUT; 

 } 

 return E_UART_ERROR; 

} 

 

void __flush_uart_deinit_init() 

{ 

 /* Clean the UART state machine, buffers, registers*/ 
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 HAL_UART_MspDeInit(&hlpuart1); 

 /* Re-init UART state machine */ 

 HAL_UART_MspInit(&hlpuart1); 

} 

 

/* USER CODE END 1 */ 

/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF FILE****/} 
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Annex 6. FreeRTOS 

/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "FreeRTOS.h" 

#include "task.h" 

#include "cmsis_os.h" 

#include "usart.h" 

#include <string.h> 

 

/* Variables -----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

osThreadId defaultTaskHandle; 

osThreadId ina233_comHandle; 

osThreadId uart232_comHandle; 

osMessageQId ina233_wrHandle; 

osMessageQId ina233_rdHandle; 

osMessageQId uart232_wrHandle; 

osMessageQId uart232_rdHandle; 

osMutexId myMutex01Handle; 

 

/* Function prototypes -------------------------------------------------------*/ 

void StartDefaultTask(void const * argument); 

void Task_uart232_com(void const * argument); 

 

void MX_FREERTOS_Init(void); /* (MISRA C 2004 rule 8.1) */ 

 

/* Hook prototypes */ 

 

/* Init FreeRTOS */ 

 

void MX_FREERTOS_Init(void) { 

 

  /* USER CODE BEGIN Init */ 

  /* Configure INA233 */ 

  configure_ina233(); 

  /* USER CODE END Init */ 

 

  /* Create the mutex(es) */ 

  /* definition and creation of myMutex01 */ 

  osMutexDef(myMutex01); 

  myMutex01Handle = osMutexCreate(osMutex(myMutex01)); 

 

  /* Create the thread(s) */ 

  /* definition and creation of defaultTask */ 

  osThreadDef(defaultTask, StartDefaultTask, osPriorityBelowNormal, 0, 128); 

  defaultTaskHandle = osThreadCreate(osThread(defaultTask), NULL); 

 

  /* definition and creation of uart232_com */ 

  osThreadDef(uart232_com, Task_uart232_com, osPriorityIdle, 0, 128); 

  uart232_comHandle = osThreadCreate(osThread(uart232_com), NULL); 

 

  /* Create the queue(s) */ 

  /* definition and creation of ina233_wr */ 

  osMessageQDef(ina233_wr, 16, uint16_t); 
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  ina233_wrHandle = osMessageCreate(osMessageQ(ina233_wr), NULL); 

 

  /* definition and creation of ina233_rd */ 

  osMessageQDef(ina233_rd, 16, uint16_t); 

  ina233_rdHandle = osMessageCreate(osMessageQ(ina233_rd), NULL); 

 

  /* definition and creation of uart232_wr */ 

  osMessageQDef(uart232_wr, 16, uint16_t); 

  uart232_wrHandle = osMessageCreate(osMessageQ(uart232_wr), NULL); 

 

  /* definition and creation of uart232_rd */ 

  osMessageQDef(uart232_rd, 16, uint16_t); 

  uart232_rdHandle = osMessageCreate(osMessageQ(uart232_rd), NULL); 

 

} 

 

/* StartDefaultTask function */ 

void StartDefaultTask(void const * argument) 

{ 

 

  /* USER CODE BEGIN StartDefaultTask */ 

  /* Infinite loop. Just to check if we can transmit to the microcontroller*/ 

  for(;;) 

  { 

    osDelay(1000); 

    HAL_GPIO_TogglePin(LD3_GPIO_Port , LD3_Pin); 

  } 

  /* USER CODE END StartDefaultTask */ 

} 

 

/* Task_uart232_com function */ 

void Task_uart232_com(void const * argument) 

{ 

  /* USER CODE BEGIN Task_uart232_com */ 

  uint8_t c; 

  /* Infinite loop */ 

  for(;;) 

  { 

    osDelay(10); 

    if(__sync_uart_read(&c, 1, 100) == E_UART_OK){ 

     uint8_t* pData = add_byte(c); 

     if(pData){ 

      __sync_uart_write(pData, strlen( (char*) pData), 100); 

     } 

     else 

      __sync_uart_write(&c, 1, 100); 

    } 

  } 

  /* USER CODE END Task_uart232_com */ 

} 

/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF FILE****/  
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Annex 7. INA233.c 

/* 

 * ina233.c 

 */ 

#include <string.h> 

#include "i2c.h" 

        /* Default data */ 

const char rOK[] = "\n\rOK\n\r"; 

const char rERROR[] = "\n\rERROR\n\r"; 

const char rSTR[] = "\n\r0x%s\n\r"; 

const char rVERSION[] = "\n\rv0.01\n\r"; 

const char rOK_DAT[] = "\n\rOK=0x%s\n\r"; 

const char rPOWER_OK_DAT[] = "\n\r0x%u\n\r"; 

const char rNEWLINE [] = "\n\r"; 

 

        /* List of Registers */ 

enum INA233_COMMANDS_REG { 

 CMD_CLEAR_DEFAULTS = 0x03, 

 CMD_RESTORE_DEFAULT = 0x12, 

 CMD_GET_CAPABILITY = 0x19, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_BYTE = 0x78, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_WORD = 0x79, 

 CMD_GET_IOUT_W_LIMIT = 0x4A, 

 CMD_GET_VIN_OV_W_LIM = 0x57, 

 CMD_GET_VIN_UV_W_LIM = 0x58, 

 CMD_GET_PIN_OP_W_LIM = 0x6b, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_IOUT = 0x7b, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_INPUT = 0x7c, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_CML = 0x7e, 

 CMD_GET_STATUS_MFR_SP = 0x80, 

 CMD_GET_READ_EIN = 0x86, 

 CMD_GET_READ_VIN = 0x88, 

 CMD_GET_READ_IN = 0x89, 

 CMD_GET_READ_VOUT = 0x8b, 

 CMD_GET_READ_IOUT = 0x8c, 

 CMD_GET_READ_POUT = 0x96, 

 CMD_GET_READ_PIN = 0x97, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_ID = 0x99, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_MOD = 0x9a, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_REV = 0x9b, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_ADC_CONFIG = 0xd0, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_READ_VSHUNT = 0xd1, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_ALERT_MASK = 0xd2, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_CALIBRATION = 0xd4, 

 CMD_GET_MFR_DEV_CONFIG = 0xd5, 

 CMD_GET_CLEAR_EIN = 0xd6, 

 /* INFO */ 

 CMD_GET_AT = 0x30, 

 CMD_GET_VER = 0x31, 

 CMD_GET_HELP = 0x32, 

 CMD_CLEAR_UART = 0x33 

}; 

 

typedef uint8_t* (*T_PARSE_FUNC) (uint16_t , uint8_t*, uint16_t); 

 

uint8_t* power_calc (uint16_t, uint8_t*, uint16_t); 

uint8_t* help (uint16_t, uint8_t*, uint16_t); 

void flush_uart (); 
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            /* List components*/ 

enum INA233_CMD_TYPE { CMD_T_COMMAND, CMD_T_GET, CMD_T_SET, CMD_T_INFO }; 

 

struct INA233_COMMANDS_t { 

 enum INA233_COMMANDS_REG reg; 

 enum INA233_CMD_TYPE c_type; 

 uint8_t nBytes_rd; 

 uint8_t nBytes_wr; 

 char cmd_str[20]; 

 char *resp; 

 T_PARSE_FUNC myFunc; 

}; 

            /* List of registers and their designers */ 

struct INA233_COMMANDS_t ina233_cmd_list [] = { 

    {CMD_CLEAR_DEFAULTS , CMD_T_COMMAND, 0, 0, "AT+CLEAR", rOK, NULL}, 

    {CMD_RESTORE_DEFAULT , CMD_T_COMMAND, 0, 0, "AT+RESTORE", rOK, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_CAPABILITY , CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+CAP?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_BYTE , CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+STB?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_WORD , CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+STW?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_AT , CMD_T_INFO, 0, 0, "AT", rOK, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_IOUT_W_LIMIT , CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+IOUT_W_LIM=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL},//You can 

add manually the register value 

    {CMD_GET_IOUT_W_LIMIT , CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+IOUT_W_LIM?", rSTR, NULL},     

//Indicates the warning overcurrent limit 

    {CMD_GET_VIN_OV_W_LIM, CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+VIN_OV_W_LIM=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL},  

    {CMD_GET_VIN_OV_W_LIM, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+VIN_OV_W_LIM?", rSTR, NULL}, 

//Indicates the warning overvoltage limit 

    {CMD_GET_VIN_UV_W_LIM, CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+VIN_UV_W_LIM=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_VIN_UV_W_LIM, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+VIN_UV_W_LIM?", rSTR, NULL}, 

//Indicates the warning under voltage limit 

    {CMD_GET_PIN_OP_W_LIM, CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+PIN_OP_W_LIM=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

//Indicates the warning input power limit 

    {CMD_GET_PIN_OP_W_LIM, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+PIN_OP_W_LIM?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_IOUT, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+ST_IOUT=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_IOUT, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+ST_IOUT?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_INPUT, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+ST_IN=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_INPUT, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+ST_IN?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_CML, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+ST_COM=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_CML, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+ST_COM?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_MFR_SP, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+ST_MFR=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_STATUS_MFR_SP, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+ST_MFR?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_READ_EIN, CMD_T_GET, 6, 0, "AT+REIN?", rPOWER_OK_DAT, power_calc}, 

    {CMD_GET_READ_VIN, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+VIN?", rSTR, NULL},   //Indicates the voltage 

input 

    {CMD_GET_READ_IN, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+IN?", rSTR, NULL},     //Indicates the current 

input 

    {CMD_GET_READ_VOUT, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+VOUT?", rSTR, NULL}, //Indicates the voltage 

output 

    {CMD_GET_READ_IOUT, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+IOUT?", rSTR, NULL}, //Indicates the current 

output 

    {CMD_GET_READ_POUT, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+POUT?", rSTR, NULL}, //Indicates the power 

output 

    {CMD_GET_READ_PIN, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+PIN?", rSTR, NULL},   //Indicates the power 

input 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_MOD, CMD_T_GET, 6, 0, "AT+MFR_MOD?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_ADC_CONFIG, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+ADC?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_ADC_CONFIG, CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+ADC=%d", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 
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    {CMD_GET_MFR_READ_VSHUNT, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+VSHUNT?", rSTR, NULL}, //Indicates the 

shunt voltage 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_ALERT_MASK, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+ALERT?", rSTR, NULL},    

    {CMD_GET_MFR_ALERT_MASK, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+ALERT=%u", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_CALIBRATION, CMD_T_SET, 0, 2, "AT+CAL=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_CALIBRATION, CMD_T_GET, 2, 0, "AT+CAL?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_DEV_CONFIG, CMD_T_SET, 0, 1, "AT+DEV=%u", rOK_DAT, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_MFR_DEV_CONFIG, CMD_T_GET, 1, 0, "AT+DEV?", rSTR, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_CLEAR_EIN, CMD_T_COMMAND, 0, 0, "AT+CLEAR_EIN?", rOK, NULL}, 

    {CMD_GET_HELP, CMD_T_INFO, 0, 0, "AT+HELP?", rOK, help}, 

    {CMD_CLEAR_UART, CMD_T_COMMAND, 0, 0, "AT+UART", NULL, flush_uart}, 

    {0 , 0, 0, 0, ""}, 

}; 

 

void ina233_send_command (uint8_t reg) 

{ 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) &reg, 1); 

} 

 

uint8_t ina233_read_byte (uint8_t reg)  //1 Bytes 

{ 

 uint8_t rxBuffer; 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) &reg, 1); //You must write to register 0x80 

 __sync_i2c_read (0x81, &rxBuffer, 1);   //You must read to register 0x81 

 return rxBuffer; 

} 

uint16_t ina233_read_word (uint8_t reg)  //2 Bytes 

{ 

 uint16_t rxBuffer; 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) &reg, 1); //Just need to write with 1 Byte but save 

it with a 2 bytes variable 

 __sync_i2c_read (0x81, (uint8_t*) &rxBuffer, 2);  

 return rxBuffer; 

} 

 

uint8_t* ina233_read_buffer (uint8_t reg, uint8_t *pData, uint8_t pSize) 

{ 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) &reg, 1); 

 if(__sync_i2c_read (0x81, pData, pSize) == E_I2C_OK) 

  return pData; 

 return NULL; 

} 

 

uint8_t ina233_write_byte (uint8_t reg, uint8_t value) 

{ 

 uint8_t datb[3];     //How to save the value coming from the UART 

 uint8_t t; 

 datb[0] = reg; 

 datb[1] = value; 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) datb, 2); 

 return ina233_read_byte (reg); 

} 

 

uint16_t ina233_write_word (uint8_t reg, uint16_t value) 

{ 

 uint8_t dat[3]; 

 uint8_t t; 

 dat[0] = reg; 
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 /* memcpy copies L part of value at dat[1] and then H part of value at dat[2] */ 

 memcpy(&dat[1], &value, 2); 

 /* 

 t = dat[1]; 

 dat[1] = dat[2]; 

 dat[2] = t; 

 */ 

 __sync_i2c_write (0x80, (uint8_t*) dat, 3); 

 return ina233_read_word (reg); 

} 

/*These 3 variable we will use it now*/ 

uint8_t com_buffer [30]; // String end with '\0' 

uint16_t count_data = 0; // Count Bytes inside buffer 

uint8_t resp_buffer[30]; 

 

uint8_t* power_calc (uint16_t idx, uint8_t* pData, uint16_t pSize) 

{ 

 uint16_t power_w = 0;   

 memcpy(&power_w, &pData[1], 2); 

 snprintf(resp_buffer, 30, ina233_cmd_list[idx].resp, power_w); 

 return resp_buffer; 

} 

 

uint8_t* help (uint16_t idx, uint8_t* pData, uint16_t pSize) 

{                           /*List all commands*/ 

 uint16_t index = 0; 

 while((ina233_cmd_list[index].reg != 0)){ 

  __sync_uart_write(rNEWLINE , strlen(rNEWLINE), 100); 

  __sync_uart_write(ina233_cmd_list[index].cmd_str , strlen( (char*) 

ina233_cmd_list[index].cmd_str), 100); 

  index++; 

 } 

 return rOK; 

} 

 

void flush_uart () 

{ 

 __flush_uart_deinit_init(); 

} 

 

int find (char* pData, char key) 

{                   //Function that let move around the list 

 int idx = 0; 

 while(pData[idx] != '\0'){ 

  if(pData[idx] == key) 

   return idx; 

  idx++; 

 } 

 return -1; 

} 

 

void configure_ina233(){ 

                        //All configurations needed by the ammeter 

 uint16_t to_send; 

 /* Clear defaults */ 

 ina233_send_command(0x03); 

    /* Set Configuration to 64 samples; Ts = 2ms; Continuous Mode */ 

    /* AT+ADC=18287 [0x476f]*/ 
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 ina233_write_word(0xd0,18287); 

    /* Set Calibration to m = 16384 and CLSB to 61 uA */ 

    /* AT+CAL=4194 [0x1062]*/ 

 ina233_write_word(0xd4,4194); 

 /* Set Overcurrent alert limit to 1,5 A */ 

 /* AT+IOUT_W_LIM=24576 [0x6000] 

 ina233_write_word(0x4A,24576); 

   /*Set under voltage alert limit to 0,3V */ 

/* AT+VIN_UV_W_LIM=128 [0x0080]*/ 

ina233_write_word(0x58,128);        

} 

uint8_t* parse_command (uint8_t* pData, uint16_t bSize) 

{ 

    char *bData = NULL; 

    char *s = (char*) pData;     

    while (*s) { 

            *s = toupper((unsigned char) *s);   //Function that changes all the 

characters to upper char 

            s++; 

    } 

    int FExit = 0; 

    uint16_t idx = 0; 

    uint16_t index; 

    char w[10]; 

    uint16_t bRead = 0; 

    float bRead1 = 0; 

    float current = 0; 

    uint16_t count = 0; 

 

    uint8_t bRead_Buffer [10]; 

    while((ina233_cmd_list[idx].reg != 0) &&( FExit == 0)){ //idx is refreshing with 

the value recived. 

        switch(ina233_cmd_list[idx].c_type){    //Separates all types of the possible 

commands to simplify the search 

        case CMD_T_COMMAND: 

                if(!strcmp( ina233_cmd_list[idx].cmd_str , (char*) pData)){ 

                        ina233_send_command(ina233_cmd_list[idx].reg); 

                        bData = ina233_cmd_list[idx].resp; 

                        FExit = 1; 

                } 

                break; 

        case CMD_T_GET://Here will be all the registers needed to read and concretely the 

shunt voltage value 

                if(!strcmp( ina233_cmd_list[idx].cmd_str , (char*) pData)){   

                                if( ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_rd == 1) 

                                        bRead = (uint16_t) 

ina233_read_byte(ina233_cmd_list[idx].reg); 

                                else if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_rd == 2){ 

                                        bRead = 

ina233_read_word(ina233_cmd_list[idx].reg); 

                                } 

                                else{ 

                                        if(ina233_read_buffer(ina233_cmd_list[idx].reg, 

bRead_Buffer, ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_rd) != NULL){ 

                                                if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].myFunc != NULL){ 

                                                        bData = 

ina233_cmd_list[idx].myFunc(idx, bRead_Buffer, ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_rd); 

                                                } 
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                                                else{ /* string */                                                     

bRead_Buffer[ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_rd] = '\0'; 

                                                        snprintf(resp_buffer, 30, 

ina233_cmd_list[idx].resp, bRead_Buffer); 

                                                        bData = resp_buffer; 

                                                } 

                                        } 

                                        else{ 

                                                FExit = 1; 

                                                bData = rERROR; 

                                                break; 

                                        } 

                                } 

                        if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].myFunc == NULL){ 

                                itoa(bRead, w, 16); //Transform it to string and 

Hexadecimal 

                                snprintf(resp_buffer, 30, ina233_cmd_list[idx].resp, w);  

                                bData = resp_buffer; //Transform to uint8_t.  

                        } 

                        FExit = 1; 

                } 

                break; 

        case CMD_T_SET: 

                index = find(pData ,'='); 

                if(index == -1) 

                        break; 

                if(!strncmp(ina233_cmd_list[idx].cmd_str , (char*) pData, index)){ 

                        if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_wr == 1){ 

                                uint8_t value8 = 0; 

                                uint8_t bRead8 = 0; 

                                if(&(pData[index+1]) == '\0'){ 

                                        return rERROR; 

                                } 

                        } 

                        else if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].nBytes_wr == 2){ 

                                uint16_t value16 = 0; 

                                uint16_t bRead16 = 0; 

                                if(&(pData[index+1]) == '\0'){ 

                                        return rERROR; 

                                } 

                        } 

                        else 

                                 bData = rERROR; 

                            FExit = 1; 

                    } 

                    break; 

            case CMD_T_INFO: 

                    if(!strcmp( ina233_cmd_list[idx].cmd_str , (char*) pData)){ 

                            if(ina233_cmd_list[idx].myFunc) 

                                    bData = ina233_cmd_list[idx].myFunc(idx, NULL, 0); 

                            else 

                                    bData = ina233_cmd_list[idx].resp; 

                            FExit = 1; 

                    } 

                    break; 

            } 

            idx++; 

    } 
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    if(FExit == 0){ 

            bData = rERROR; 

    } 

    return bData; 

} 

 

uint8_t* add_byte (uint8_t byte) //This function add the bytes received to the buffer. 

This function is called by FreeRTOS when they come from UART 

{ 

 /* check if buffer overflow */ 

 if((count_data+1) > (sizeof(com_buffer)-1)){ 

  count_data = 0; 

  return NULL; 

 } 

 switch(byte){ 

 case '\r': //In this case it add to the buffer the \0 to transform it into a text 

string to transmit to the "Parse command" 

  /* parse command */        

  com_buffer[count_data++] ='\0'; 

  uint8_t* pData = parse_command(com_buffer, count_data); 

  count_data = 0; 

  return pData; 

  break; 

 case '\n': 

  /* ignore */ 

  break; 

 case '\177': //This value corresponds to backspace. The "177" is an experimental value 

founded. 

 //case '\b': 

  if(count_data > 0){ 

   count_data--; 

  } 

  break; 

 default: 

  com_buffer[count_data++] = byte; 

 } 

 return NULL; 

} 
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Annex 8. UART 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

import serial 

import time 

import sys 

# Configure serial 

ser = serial.Serial() 

ser.port = '/dev/ttyUSB0' 

ser.baudrate = 115200 

ser.parity = serial.PARITY_NONE 

ser.timeout = 0 

ser.writeTimout = 0 

ser.xonxoff = False 

ser.rtscts = False 

ser.dsrdtr = False 

# Open Comm 

ser.open() 

# Clean buffers 

ser.flushInput() 

ser.flushOutput() 

# Prepare cmd 

cmd = ('at+in?\n\r') 

i=0 

# Write, 1 by 1 byte at a time to avoid hanging of serial receiver code 

#of listener, emphasis being made at sleep of 50 ms 

while (i<len(cmd)): 

i = i + ser.write(cmd[i].encode('ascii')) 

time.sleep(0.05) 

ser.read(1) 

# Read, 1 by 1 byte 

res = [] 

while (ser.inWaiting()>0): #if incoming bytes are waiting to be read 

   #from the serial input buffer 

res.append(ser.read(1).decode('ascii')) #read the bytes and convert 

from binary array to ASCII 

string = ''.join(res) 

string = string.replace('\n','') 

current = float(int(string,0))/16384.0 

print(current) 

ser.close()  
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Annex 9. Schematic PCB-INA233 

 

 

Figure 33: Schematic PCB-INA233 
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Glossary: 

 

IPCB - INA233 PCB 

BUT- Board under Test 

Nucleo - NucleoL031K6 

HAL - Hardware abstraction layer 

EVM - Evaluation module 

FREE RTOS - Free real time operating system. 

PMBus - Power System Management Protocol Specification 

SBx - Solder Bridge, x position 

UART - Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter 

PCB - Printed circuit board 

USB - Universal serial bus 

Tx - Transmission 

Rx - Reception 

GND - Ground 

I2C - Inter-Integrated circuit 


